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Current_Issue.tar.gz

Linux: Just  
Do It!
I recently had a conversation with a person in the 

“Shawn, talk to me about Linux and how it matters 

asking me why people should or shouldn’t add Linux 
expertise to their résumés. Or, perhaps he was trying 

value even in an environment largely containing 

how people should go about gaining training and 
experience! Let me say that again, the value of  
Linux was already assumed. It’s like we’re living in  

 
 

working through that process incrementally.

text, creating automated, personalized messages. It’s 

touch. Plus, it’s just really awesome to see in action!

VIDEO:  
Shawn 
Powers  
runs 
through 
the latest 
issue.

SHAWN 
POWERS

Shawn Powers is the 
Associate Editor for 
Linux Journal. He’s  
also the Gadget Guy  
for LinuxJournal.com,  
and he has an  
interesting collection  
of vintage Garfield  
coffee mugs. Don’t  
let his silly hairdo  
fool you, he’s a  
pretty ordinary guy  
and can be reached  
via email at  
shawn@linuxjournal.com.  
Or, swing by the  
#linuxjournal IRC  
channel on  
Freenode.net.
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asked about what I use on a daily basis, and I’m traveling this month, so 

installed systems going, so you can do whatever experimentation or 

won’t want to miss this conclusion.
Finally, Amit Saha delves deep into development with a look 

concurrent applications in C, you’ll want to check out the libmill 
library, and Amit walks through its usage.

Just like every month, we have extensive looks at new products, 

are trying to learn even better ways to utilize Linux in your environment, 

enjoyed putting it together!

Current_Issue.tar.gz
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Let me say that again, the value of Linux  
was already assumed. It’s like we’re living  
in the future!
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Doc Searls’ June 2016 Column

to me, they don’t really have a product other than trapping me into their 

unwanted ads. Many commercial sites are becoming nearly unusable as 

—John Crunk

Apache vs. nginx

both nginx and Apache, and they both are very good servers. However, I 
would like to point out an inaccuracy in Reuven’s article. He states that 
nginx’s worker model is diametrically opposed to Apache’s (i.e., async 

[ LETTERS ]LETTERS
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So, what you do in this case is precisely what you do in the nginx case; 

blog posts on the internet that teach old bad habits; nobody should be 
running an app server inside the web server process anymore.
—Daniel Waites

Reuven M. Lerner replies: Your points about comparing apples to  
apples is a very good one. But—and I’m embarrassed to admit this—I 
somehow managed to miss the existence of the event-based MPM in 
Apache! This probably demonstrates how I’ve moved toward nginx for  
all but my most trivial projects.

The very bright minds working on Apache haven’t been resting on their 
laurels, and they have taken advantage of the MPM architecture to create 
an event-based system. I should have done some more investigation 
before basically accusing Apache of being old-school technology.

Comparing the event-based MPM with nginx would have been a fairer  
and more appropriate apples-to-apples comparison.
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Screenshot Alternative

scrot  -s

—Eion Williamson

Shawn Powers replies: Cool! Several versions of my home OS ago 
(Xubuntu), I had compiz set up so that I could hold down a fairly simple 
key combination and take a screenshot at will. I haven’t ever gotten that 
working again since compiz isn’t really used anymore. I always have at 
least one (or 15) terminal windows open though. Thanks!

Appeal to Media: Help Stop This False Sense of Security 
from Spreading Any Further

people by giving the wrong impression that security is better than 

https://youtu.be/wuhB5vxKYlg), 
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who have, perhaps unknowingly, lent a hand to spreading this 

Furthermore, according to the article “Biometric Market Set to 

cyber security, while making criminals and despotic regimes delighted. 

constructive and ethical ends.

http://www.slideshare.net/HitoshiKokumai/
) ). Please consider joining them 

—Hitoshi Kokumai

Shawn Powers replies: Hitoshi, I think security must be one of the 
biggest areas we focus on as technologists in the present and near future. 
Thank you for the info, and our readers will be able to read your links 
as well. It seems our very concept of security, especially as it pertains to 
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authentication, is broken. It’s 2016, and I still see passwords on sticky 
notes attached to monitors. It’s scary.

Secure Desktops with Qubes: Compartments

documentation to customize and do more things beyond what you get 

networks. Great job Kyle!
—Antonio Misaka

The Tiny Internet Project, Part I

who enjoys Linux as a hobby, wants to teach it or just needs a working, 

—Mike J. Nordyke

John S. Tonello replies: I’m glad to hear you’re diving into the Tiny 
Internet Project! For new users in particular, it can be frustrating to know 
just which flavor of Linux to adopt. If you’re like most, once you commit 

14  |  August 2016  |  http://www.linuxjournal.com
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to one, you tend to live with it (and favor it) for the rest of your Linux life.

Nowadays, there are essentially two main tracks that are most easily 
identified by their package types: .rpm or .deb. For the former, it’s Red 
Hat, Fedora, CentOS, SUSE or Mandrake. For the latter, it’s Debian, 
Ubuntu and derivatives like Linux Mint, Xubuntu or Lubuntu. The more 
significant differences are related to how the filesystems are organized, 
so if you start with Fedora, you may get a little lost on Ubuntu—and 
vice versa.

For the Tiny Internet Project, I use Ubuntu, which is popular for 
both servers and desktops. It’s also very popular with developers. I 
personally use Linux Mint as my daily driver and manage a number  
of Linux servers running Ubuntu 14.04, so everything is seamless.  
But even Linux Mint comes in four different flavors: Cinnamon, MATE, 
KDE and Xfce. Each provides a different desktop experience, but the 
underlying systems are the same.

I’d recommend you make a couple bootable live USB drives, using a 
couple flavors of Linux Mint and a couple flavors of Fedora. You can 
test them without installing them, and once you explore a bit, you’ll 
get a feel for the differences. Then you can more confidently decide on 
your “forever Linux”.

Comments on the June 2016 Issue

initrd (see the Letters section):

trivial to create:

15  |  August 2016  |  http://www.linuxjournal.com
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to run. Include as much or as little as you wish.

find  .  |  cpio  -o  -H  newc  

|  gzip  >  /root/myinitramfs.gz).

ANSI 3.64 (see Dave Taylor’s Work the Shell “Publishing the wegrep 
Wrapper Script”):

Doc Searls’ EOF “What’s Our Next Fight?”:

and pay tolls every time they turn 

—Neal Murphy
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Note for Shawn Powers’  
“Build Your Own RPi Camera”  
in the June 2016 Issue

already, but just in case you haven’t, you can 

the line:

disable_camera_led=1

—Roger

Shawn Powers replies: Ha! Actually, Roger, 
no one has sent that valuable information my 
way. Thank you!

WRITE LJ A LETTER 
We love hearing from our readers. Please send us your comments 
and feedback via http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact.

PHOTO OF THE MONTH
Remember, send your Linux-related photos  
to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com!

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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diff -u
What’s New in  
Kernel Development

Miroslav Benes recently posted some patches to resolve this  

running on the new patched code. Any code running in that module 
 

 

Josh Poimboeuf
 

UPFRONT 
NEWS + FUN

NEXT  
Editors’ Choice

PREVIOUS  
Letters
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Jiri Kosina, who had the 

Linus Torvalds

at one point:

My understanding is that the concern here is that walking through the 

that much about that 

In a related post, Jessica Yu pointed out

She said this would be simple to implement, but complex to 
conceptual ize, and she suggested other alternatives as wel l .

LJ268-Aug2016.indd   19 7/20/16   10:32 AM
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But, the code does seem on track to gett ing into the kernel.

ISA IBM 
William Gray  posted some patches 

 

the series (not cc’d to me), but at least this one would seem to do 

—Zack Brown
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Our world runs on open source. Come to OSCON  
to understand open source and harness its power  
to achieve your goals.

Save 20%
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“OSCON was very 
valuable and professional,

giving me fresh energy 
and lots of inspiration.”

— Rob de Jong, Soltegro
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Android Candy: Teach  
an Android to Take Notes

this issue, I talk 
about the newly 

Simplenote 
application 

at Automattic. 

or consistent. I have to admit, this one seems pretty solid. Perhaps it’s 

program, and it handles simple notes extremely well. Along with syncing 
to other devices, it also allows you to publish notes publicly on the web 

). On 

by tagging the note with their email addresses.

—Shawn Powers
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whole team access at a discounted rate!
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get Drupalized today!
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NethServer:  
Linux without All 
That Linux Stuff

just that you don’t have to interact with it  in the tradit ional way in 
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intuit ive as wel l .

 

either can download the ISO, instal l  the repository on your  
 

at . 
—Shawn Powers
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on your
e-Reader

Customized  
Kindle  
and Nook  
editions  
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LEARN MORE

e-Reader  
editions 
FREE for  

Subscribers
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How to Make Me Dance
 

my attention when trying to pitch an idea or project. Sti l l , the  

in learning how best to reach the media and journalists he wanted to 

wrote him back. Here’s my message:

Alessio,

so on. I want to know why a product announcement would be 

don’t even read it.
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not write about your product. I probably wil l disl ike your product on 

campaign where it sends out envelopes that look l ike greeting cards 

and never, ever wil l subscribe to its service!)

we’ve been having a conversation about it, because that’s starting to 
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pioneered a new product that wil l revolutionize the way we create 

product is l ike.)

don’t hide it. Make sure I know you’re excited about it and tell  

Linux Journal 
community, drop us an email at l jeditor@linuxjournal.com and tell us 

—Shawn Powers
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When you’re presented with new opportunities, you want to focus on turning 
them into successes, not whether your IT solution can support them.

Peer 1 Hosting powers your business with our wholly owned FastFiber NetworkTM, 

solutions that are secure, scalable, and customized for your business.

Unsurpassed performance and reliability help build your business foundation to 
be rock-solid, ready for high growth, and deliver the fast user experience your 
customers expect.

Want more on cloud? 
Call: 844.855.6655  |  go.peer1.com/linux  |  Vew Cloud Webinar:  

Public and Private Cloud    |    Managed Hosting    |    Dedicated Hosting    |    Colocation

power your business to its full potential

break down 
your innovation barriers

Where every interaction matters.
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Smith Charts for All
electrical engineering in the past. In this article, I want to look at a 
program called linsmith ( ) 

dealing with multiple nonlinear electrical components. You can use them to see 

Now, let’s look at how to use linsmith to try to make this task a little 

Figure 1. When you first start linsmith, you will see a blank Smith chart, ready for you to use.
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.
First, you will want to install it on your system. It should be in the 

sudo  apt-get  install  linsmith

linsmith 
command within a terminal window.

in order to use it.

Figure 2. Adding a new load adds a yellow point to the Smith chart.
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calculations being made.

new yellow dot representing this load on the Smith chart.
Now that you have a load, you can alter it by adding in extra 

components. You can do this by clicking on the tab labeled Circuit. 

Figure 3. You can add components, such as capacitors.
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simply hover over them to see a text box appear.
Once you have the values all set, you can click on the New button just 

below the component section to add this element to your Smith chart. 

In all cases, you can select an element that already exists to edit  
 

Figure 4. You can set a number of parameters using the preferences window.
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UPFRONT

printing tab lets you set the paper size and 

In the main display, you should see a number 

bottom bar are coordinates within the chart. 

have made.

can rotate the chart either to the load or 
to the generator. You also can change the 

Once you’re done, you can save your work 

item, you can select to save either circuit 

load previous data. You also can import data 

results, you can print the resultant Smith chart 

File

to their toolboxes.—Joey Bernard

THEY  
SAID IT
Nothing ever  
goes away.
—Barry Commoner

Never tell people 
how to do things. 
Tell them what to 
do and they will 
surprise you with 
their ingenuity.
—George S. Patton

Nothing is 
particularly hard 
if you divide it 
into small jobs.
—Henry Ford

Another belief 
of mine: that 
everyone else  
my age is an 
adult, whereas  
I am merely  
in disguise.
—Margaret Atwood

Act as if it  
were impossible 
to fail.
—Dorothea Brande
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Non-Linux 
FOSS  
Simplenote, 
Simply  
Awesome!
allows you to sync text, photos and documents across multiple 
devices. Sadly, there’s no native Linux client. Also, it’s a proprietary 

anyway. Recently, the developers at Automattic decided to release 

and see exactly what they do with your data as well.

EDITORS’
CHOICE
!

™

EDITORS’ CHOICE

NEXT  
Reuven M. Lerner’s  
At the Forge

PREVIOUS  
UpFront
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http://simplenote.com, or head over to its GitHub page and snag  
the source code: .

 
 

this issue.)—Shawn Powers

EDITORS' CHOICE

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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AT THE FORGE

REUVEN M. 
LERNER

Reuven M. Lerner offers 
training in Python, Git and  
PostgreSQL to companies 
around the world. He blogs 
at http://blog.lerner.co.il, 
tweets at @reuvenmlerner  
and curates  
http://DailyTechVideo.com.  
Reuven lives in Modi’in, 
Israel, with his wife and  
three children.

Transitioning 
to Python 3
Still using Python 2? Unable to upgrade?  
Try an incremental approach.

THE PYTHON LANGUAGE, which is not new but 

was released. I don’t mean to say that Python hasn’t 

what they already know.

the process that Python’s BDFL (Benevolent Dictator 

NEXT  
Dave Taylor’s  
Work the Shell

PREVIOUS  
Editors’ Choice
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AT THE FORGE

improvements to the language were necessary.

expressed and understood by people, but the upgrades aren’t completely 

days, but it also might take weeks or months.

many companies aren’t going to want to take.

What Has Changed?

business as well, during this transition period.
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print, but on the whole, the language has stayed the same.
However, this doesn’t mean that nothing has changed or that you can 

get away with not changing your code.

input

the raw_input
input input

raw_input.

 

str class is now a bytes unicode class 
is now the str class.

range

xrange

range xrange, because it’s 

range range, you 

you need to make sure not only that your own code works with Python 

you can see at 
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Identifying Problems

process much easier.
pylint program, 

pylint have a py3k option you can apply that checks your 

 
can run this:

pylint  --py3k  oldstuff.py

*************  Module  oldstuff  

W:    3,  7:  raw_input  built-in  referenced  (raw_input-builtin)  

E:    4,  0:  print  statement  used  (print-statement)  

E:    5,  0:  print  statement  used  (print-statement)  

E:    6,  0:  print  statement  used  (print-statement)  

W:    8,  9:  raw_input  built-in  referenced  (raw_input-builtin)  

E:  10,  4:  print  statement  used  (print-statement)  

W:  10,48:  division  w/o  __future__  statement  (old-division)  

E:  14,  4:  print  statement  used  (print-statement)  

W:  16,  4:  range  built-in  referenced  when  not  iterating  

   (range-builtin-not-iterating)  

E:  17,  0:  print  statement  used  (print-statement)

program is using print
range when not iterating. And, it’s using raw_input

pylint won’t tell you; that’s 
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download and install caniusepython3 caniusepython3 

you don’t want to download and install caniusepython3, you actually can 
go to 

Fixing Problems
Python has come with a program called 2to3

2to3  oldstuff.py

Listing 1. oldstuff.py

#!/usr/bin/env  python  
  
name  =  raw_input("Enter  your  name:  ")  
print  "Hello,  ",  
print  name,  
print  "!"  
  
number  =  raw_input("Enter  a  number:  ")  
for  i  in  [2,3,5]:  
        print  "{}  /  {}  =  {}".format(int(number),  i,  int(number)  /  i)  
  
  
for  i  in  range(10):  
        print  i  
  
x  =  range(10)  
print  x[3]
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Fortunately, there’s a package on PyPI called futurize that not only 
runs 2to3
code to run under both versions. You can just run:

futurize  oldstuff.py

and the output is (as with 2to3

futurize also make the 
amusingly named pasteurize, which inserts the appropriate import 
statements into code.

no doubt that these automatic tools will get some things wrong. For this 
reason (among others), it’s crucial that you have a good test suite, with 

2to3 six, 

unicode, 
str

six, you can say:

import  six  

s  =  six.text_type()

six
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the builtins namespace (aka _ _builtins_ _ in Python 2)? Want to  
re-raise exceptions? Want to use StringIO (or BytesIO)? Want to deal with 
metaclasses? Using six, you can write a single line of code, which behind 
the scenes will issue the appropriate “if” statements for the version of 
Python you’re using.

Even if you don’t use six in your code, I recommend that you read through 
its documentation just to see where things have changed in Python 3. It’ll open 
your eyes (as it did to mine) regarding the behind-the-scenes changes that 
often aren’t discussed in the Python 2/3 world, and it might give you more 
insights into how to write your code so that it can work in both.

Conclusion
If you’re starting to write some new Python code today, you should use 
Python 3. And if you have Python 2 code that you can upgrade to Python 3, 
you should do that as well. But if you’re like most companies with an existing 
Python 2 code base, your best option might well be to upgrade incrementally, 
which means having code that works under 2 and 3 simultaneously. Once 
you’ve converted all of your code, and it passes tests under both 2 and 3, you 
can flip the switch, joining the world of Python 3 and all of its goodness.

RESOURCES

Much has been written about the changes in Python 2 and 3. A great collection of such 
information is at the http://python-future.org website. That site offers the futurize and 
pasteurize packages as well as a great deal of documentation describing the changes 
between versions, techniques for upgrading and things to watch out for.

The six package is documented at https://pythonhosted.org/six. Even if you don’t use  
six for 2/3 compatibility, I strongly suggest that you look through its capabilities.

Finally, if you’re a web developer using Django, you definitely should read the Django-specific 
documentation regarding moving to Python 3 at https://docs.djangoproject.com/en/1.9/topics/python3.

This is especially important because of Django’s handling of strings, bytes and Unicode 
strings, the names of which changed a bit over the years. Django actually includes a copy  
of the six library, modified slightly to suit its needs for internal use.

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com. RETURN TO CONTENTS
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DAVE TAYLOR

Dave Taylor has been 
hacking shell scripts  
on Unix and Linux  
systems for a really 
long time. He’s the  
author of Learning  
Unix for Mac OS X 
and the popular shell 
scripting book Wicked 
Cool Shell Scripts  
(new edition coming 
out this summer!).  
He can be found on 
Twitter as @DaveTaylor, 
and you can reach  
him through his  
tech Q&A site: http://
www.AskDaveTaylor.com.

WORK THE SHELL

Finishing Up 
the Content 
Spinner
In which {writer|columnist|hacker} Dave Taylor 
helps you become a spammer. Sort of.

YOU’LL RECALL THAT IN MY LAST ARTICLE I shared 

catches my attention and intrigues me, perhaps more 

NEXT  
Kyle Rankin’s  
Hack and /

PREVIOUS  
Reuven M. Lerner’s  
At the Forge
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The  {idea|concept|inspiration}  is  that  each  time  you'd  use  a    

{word|phrase}  you  instead  list  a  set  of  {similar  words|synonyms|  

alternative  words}  and  the  software  automatically  picks  one    

{randomly|at  random}  and  is  done.

I know, you’re likely shaking your head and wondering “what the 
deuce happened to Dave?”, but humor me, let’s explore this together 
as a text-processing puzzle.

isolate them, count how many options were present and display it to 
the user as debugging output.

So, the above would be displayed as:

$  sh  spinner.sh  spinme.txt  

The  

3  options,  spinning  ---  idea|concept|inspiration  

is  that  each  time  you'd  use  a  

2  options,  spinning  ---  word|phrase  

you  instead  list  a  set  of  

3  options,  spinning  ---  similar  words|synonyms|alternative  words  

and  the  software  automatically  picks  one  

2  options,  spinning  ---  randomly|at  random  

and  is  done.

Pick a Card, Any Card

$RANDOM
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randomnum=$((  $RANDOM  %  $MAXVALUE  ))

randomnum=$((  $RANDOM  %  $MAXVALUE  +  1  ))

the actual string value, not just show a number!
I know, I know—work, work, work.

spinline()

entirety in just a sec), $choices
are in the cluster, and $source
and close curly brackets.

pick=$((  $RANDOM  %  $choices  ))  

wordpick=$(  echo  $source  |  cut  -d\|  -f$pick  )

cut

-f0 cut, and it 

here’s version two:

pick=$((  $RANDOM  %  $choices  +  1  ))  

wordpick=$(  echo  $source  |  cut  -d\|  -f$pick  )
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$RANDOM  %  3

function  spinline()  

{  

    source="$*"  

    choices=$(grep  -o  '|'  <<<  "$*"  |  wc  -l)  

    choices=$((  $choices  +  1  ))  

    echo  $choices  options,  spinning  ---  $source  

    pick=$((  $RANDOM  %  $choices  +  1  ))  

    wordpick=$(  echo  $source  |  cut  -d\|  -f$pick  )  

    echo  I  pick  choice  $pick  which  is  $wordpick  

}

Yeah, code. Let’s see what happens when I run it with the test sentence 
as input:

$  sh  spinner.sh  spinme.txt    

The  

3  options,  spinning  ---  idea|concept|inspiration  

I  pick  choice  2  which  is  concept  

is  that  each  time  you'd  use  a  

2  options,  spinning  ---  word|phrase  

I  pick  choice  1  which  is  word  

you  instead  list  a  set  of  

3  options,  spinning  ---  similar  words|synonyms|alternative  words  

I  pick  choice  2  which  is  synonyms  

and  the  software  automatically  picks  one  

2  options,  spinning  ---  randomly|at  random  

I  pick  choice  2  which  is  at  random  

and  is  done.

echo statements 
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(actually, I always just comment them out instead by prepending # on each 

Here’s the result:

$  sh  spinner.sh  spinme.txt    

The  

idea  

is  that  each  time  you'd  use  a  

word  

you  instead  list  a  set  of  

synonyms  

and  the  software  automatically  picks  one  

at  random  

and  is  done.

through the handy fmt command to put all the puzzle pieces back 
together on the line:

$  sh  spinner.sh  spinme.txt  |  fmt  

The  idea  is  that  each  time  you'd  use  a  word  you  instead  list  a  set  of    

synonyms  and  the  software  automatically  picks  one  randomly  and  is  done.

Run it a second time, and it’s the same concept being discussed, but the 

$  sh  spinner.sh  spinme.txt  |  fmt  

The  idea  is  that  each  time  you'd  use  a  phrase  you  instead  list  a  set  of  

alternative  words  and  the  software  automatically  picks  one  randomly  and    

is  done.

Don’t Bug Me, Man!
It turns out that there’s a bug in the script; however, it’s a subtle one 
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up being broken.

The  {idea|concept|inspiration}  is  that  each  time  you'd    

use  a  {word|phrase},  you  instead  list  a    

set  of  {similar  words|synonyms|alternative  words}  and  the    

software  automatically  picks  one    

{randomly|at  random}  and  is  done.

The  inspiration  is  that  each  time  you'd  use  a  phrase  ,  you  instead  list    

a  set  of  similar  words  and  the  software  automatically  picks  one  randomly    

and  is  done.

sed

so rather than sed  's/  ,/,/g', I’m going to leave it to you, dear 
reader, to try to come up with a more generalized solution that takes into 

({cat|dog})

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Secure  
Desktops 
with Qubes: 
Extra  
Protection
Find out how to make Qubes even more  
secure with a few advanced features.

THIS ARTICLE IS THE FOURTH IN MY SERIES 
ABOUT THE QUBES OPERATING SYSTEM, 

the previous articles, I gave a general introduction to 

discussed how I personally organize my own work into 

KYLE RANKIN

Kyle Rankin is a Sr. 

Systems Administrator 

in the San Francisco  

Bay Area and the author 

of a number of books, 

including The Official 

Ubuntu Server Book, 

Knoppix Hacks and 

Ubuntu Hacks. He is 

currently the president 

of the North Bay Linux 

Users’ Group.
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Split GPG

Split GPG is relatively simple to set up with the main challenge being 
that because it relies on a wrapper script, any application that calls out to 

preserves environment variables, and the latter works better in programs 

documentation on split GPG on its website that includes some diagrams, 
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sudo  qubes-dom0-update  qubes-gpg-split-dom0 
in a dom0 terminal).

 

terminal in the vault (such as gpg  -K
installed correctly.

Now to use split GPG, just set the QUBES_GPG_DOMAIN environment 

mail clients that may not be able to load that environment variable, you 

$  sudo  bash  -c  'echo  vault  >  /rw/config/gpg-split-domain'

$  export  QUBES_GPG_DOMAIN=vault  

$  qubes-gpg-import-key  somekey.asc

GPG documentation page at .
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USB VM

organizations (including governments) who were compromised because 

when you plug it in, and with its scripting language, you can program it 
to type whatever compromising keystrokes you want against your victim 

$  qubesctl  top.enable  qvm.sys-usb  

$  qubesctl  state.highstate
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in. Another downside is that although there are services to share input 

(such as webcams or network cards) cannot be shared and can be used 

sys-usb  dom0  ask
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is a somewhat trusted application, because you have to provide login 

URL Handlers

the shortcut, I then launch the program, and in the section where I can 
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qvm-open-in-vm  untrusted  "%s"

Figure 1. Changing the Default URL Handler
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just change this command to be:

qvm-open-in-dvm  "%s"

 

compartmentalization can help you isolate and protect your computer. 

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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THE OPEN-SOURCE CLASSROOM

Sometimes 
My Office 
Goes with Me
Traveling doesn’t have to mean time off work.

LAST YEAR ABOUT THIS TIME, I wrote a short article 

nonetheless, here it goes.

Work Area

week doesn’t actually have a desk, so I had to run 

SHAWN 
POWERS

Shawn Powers is the 
Associate Editor for 
Linux Journal. He’s  
also the Gadget Guy  
for LinuxJournal.com,  
and he has an  
interesting collection  
of vintage Garfield  
coffee mugs. Don’t  
let his silly hairdo  
fool you, he’s a  
pretty ordinary guy  
and can be reached  
via email at  
shawn@linuxjournal.com.  
Or, swing by the  
#linuxjournal IRC  
channel on  
Freenode.net.
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clothes. Yes, I travel in style, and I’m super classy.

Figure 1. Yep, that’s a party-size bag of saltwater taffy—and about 50 empty wrappers.
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pot here; I don’t want it at home. (And yes, I don’t eat terribly healthy 
on the road. Ramen is about it. You can cook only so many things with a 

Hardware

 
( ). 

Figure 2.  
Coffee and 
ramen—the  
fancy creamers  
are for my wife.
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the need ever arise.

drive, something a l ittle bigger isn’t a problem, and it’s a whole lot 

device everywhere I went. It was awesome. Since at that time I 
unlimited

schools, and thanks to people l ike me, it’s probably not available even 

http://www.yourkarma.com),  

probably have to do that.
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I  just want it!

Figure 3.  
I’ve honestly 
never spoken on 
this phone. I don’t 
even know if the 
phone part works!
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Software

goal is to move all my documents to BittorrentSync.

 Dropbox: I’m still a little chicken, and I haven’t moved all my 

Figure 4.  
I reviewed this 
back in the 
September 2014 
issue. It’s the  
Anker 40w  
five-port charger, 
and it’s awesome.
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link. BittorrentSync doesn’t do that yet (I don’t think it does anyway), 

any decent text editor that does the same on Linux. All the ones I’ve 

on Linux, I get distracted. For some reason, two sentences into an 

actual work done.

 Crashplan: because backups aren’t just important, they’re vital. Did 

write my article over again.

For some reason, two sentences into an article I 
find myself SSH’d into multiple servers, playing 
with Docker containers.
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the intro video every month, I suspect he’s just better than I am. 

recently was a data breach where all the logins and passwords were 

Dropbox though, I’m not holding my breath, but I really do love the 

Figure 5. He’s even better looking than me. You can find his videos at 
http://www.filmsbykris.com.
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matter to me.

Entertainment

whenever I go somewhere. I’m currently reading How to Keep Your 
Volkswagen Alive

on it, which I’ve stored, converted and uploaded via Calibre. I also keep 
my entire Calibre library on my laptop, so I always can add more books 

I imagine I could talk on the phone with the headset too, but I’ve never 
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 Plex: I seem to write about Plex every other issue. I’d apologize, but 

Figure 6. 
Only I could  
make auto 
mechanics nerdy.
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all the statistics, or because I can watch a baseball game while 
doing something else and not miss anything. I really love watching 
baseball, and the Fox Sports Go app might suck, but it lets me 

 MLB App: sometimes I don’t have the bandwidth to stream the video 

That and Pants!

pretty sure dads everywhere have agreed to wear nothing else) and 

Figure 7. Someday you’ll be mine.
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at shawn@linuxjournal.com.

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEXT  
Feature:  
The Tiny Internet  
Project, Part III

PREVIOUS  
Shawn Powers’ 
The Open-Source  
Classroom

SUSE Enterprise 
Storage
The conundrum for many 
enterprise-level businesses 
is that the demand for data 
storage is significantly outpacing 
the shrinking price for storage. 

The upshot for many is that budgets for storage are growing 
faster than data demands. Fortunately SUSE wants to reduce your 
storage costs, which is why it released the new SUSE Enterprise 
Storage 3. SUSE’s updated intelligent software-defined storage 
solution is touted as the first commercially supported solution 
based on the Jewel release of CephFS, which enables enterprises 
to transform storage infrastructure to reduce costs while 
providing unlimited scalability. SUSE Enterprise Storage users can 
transform their storage infrastructure and seamlessly adapt new 
technologies using cost-efficient, resilient and redundant storage 
infrastructures on commodity hardware. Other innovations in 
version 3 include multisite object replication to ensure replication 
at distance for improved disaster recovery and a new framework 
to simplify management by providing the foundation for an 
advanced GUI management tool (using openATTIC).
http://suse.com/storage
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SourceClear’s Commit Watcher
Someone accidentally commits private AWS keys to an  
open-source project and ends up handing candy to a bitcoin miner. 
Once committed, these secrets are easily discoverable through 
GitHub Search, which makes this accidental disclosure additionally 
dangerous. To combat this and other threats to safe use of open 
source, Source Clear announced Commit Watcher, a recently  
open-sourced tool that finds interesting and potentially hazardous 
commits—both accidental credential leaks and undisclosed security 
patches. The tool addresses two critical categories of issues found 
among open-source software that by nature are disclosed publicly 
but are also largely unknown. These are accidental disclosure of 
sensitive information (SSH keys, AWS credentials and so on) and 
security patches for vulnerabilities that are not explicitly disclosed. 
Companies can watch their own projects, public and private, 
for accidental disclosures and take remedial action as soon as 
possible. Commit Watcher is further backed by a comprehensive 
vulnerability database, SourceClear Registry, and complements 
SourceClear Open in the arsenal of products SourceClear has 
designed specifically for open-source developers.
http://srcclr.com
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Juniper Systems’ Geode
Juniper Systems’ new Geode rugged sub-meter GNSS  
(Global Navigation Satellite System) receiver collects real-time 
professional-grade data but is intuitive enough for novices. 
Designed foremost for versatility, the Geode features one-button 
simplicity and can be paired with any of Juniper Systems’ rugged 
handhelds as well as a wide range of Android devices. The Geode 
features a small, compact design and can be carried conveniently 
by hand or in a pack or mounted on a pole, depending on 
specific user requirements. Like other Juniper Systems’ products, 
the Geode is built to Juniper Rugged standards and IP68-rated 
protection against dust and water for reliable performance 
in harsh environments. The receiver features an Overtime 
Technology battery for all-day power and a wide operating 
temperature range (very low and high), even conserving power  
in low temperatures.
http://junipersys.com
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illusive networks’  
Deceptions Everywhere

illusive networks’ bread and butter is its deception cybersecurity 
technology called Deceptions Everywhere whose approach is to 
neutralize targeted attacks and Advanced Persistent Threats by 
creating a deceptive layer across the entire network. By providing 
an endless source of false information, illusive networks disrupts 
and detects attacks with real-time forensics and without 
disruption to business. The latest illusive networks release is 
enhanced with Linux support, Advanced Forensics and Highly 
Interactive Deceptions to distract attackers from their targets 
further. The new forensics dashboard provides laser-focused 
forensics illuminating the minutes before, during and after 
an attack. illusive enables defenders to focus on high-quality 
information (as opposed to trudging through terabytes of data) 
and generate the report in real time.
http://illusivenetworks.com
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Jose Dieguez 
Castro’s Introduction 
to Linux Distros 
(Apress)
Although Linux always has been 
a diverse ecosystem, once upon 
a time, just a handful of Linux 
distributions, or distros, existed. Do 
you recall Yggrasil, Trans-Ameritech 
and the original S.u.S.E. (which 
begat SuSE, SUSE and openSUSE)? 
Today, literally hundreds of Linux 

flavors exist, each with its own unique offerings. How do you 
choose the right one for you and your needs? A new book called 
Introduction to Linux Distros by Jose Dieguez Castro explores the 
pros and cons of the most frequently used Linux distributions 
in a concise step-by-step manner, so users can avoid hours of 
web surfing, countless downloads and ample confusion by new 
concepts and complex and marathon installation guides. Readers 
will benefit from the author’s long-term experience working 
hands-on with each distro. In the book, Dieguez Castro also 
discusses the idea of a Linux “distro” and why so many exist, the 
criteria for finding the right distro for one’s needs, the various 
Linux “family trees” and their unique “philosophies”, as well  
as how to install, maintain and obtain support for each distro.
http://apress.com
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Contrast Security’s  
Contrast Enterprise
The phrase with which Contrast Security describes the one-of-
a-kind protection provided by the new Contrast Enterprise is 
“continuous application security”. By this, Contrast Security means 
that Contrast Enterprise is “The first and only enterprise security 
software product that fully integrates the ability to find and fix 
application vulnerabilities during development, and monitor and 
block application attacks in production, all within one unified 
environment.” Contrast Security points out that these two 
capabilities heretofore were available only in partially integrated 
solutions at best or siloed products from partnering vendors at 
worst. Meanwhile, Contrast Enterprise uses patented deep security 
instrumentation to weave vulnerability detection, threat visibility 
and attack protection directly into applications automatically, 
without requiring application changes or security experts. While 
these applications are running, highly accurate context is instantly 
generated about where applications are vulnerable and under 
attack. Contrast Security calls its approach “a revolution in 
application security for traditional development approaches, as 
well as for Agile and DevOps methodologies”.
http://contrastsecurity.com
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iguaz.io
An IT megatrend in progress involves the shift from legacy monolithic 
apps running on enterprise storage to systems of engagement 
that interact with users, collect real-time data from many sources 
and store it in elastic and shared data services. A self-described 
“disruptive” enterprise seeking to push this vision forward is iguaz.io, 
which recently announced a virtualized data services architecture for 
revolutionizing both private and public clouds. In contrast to  
the current siloed approach, iguaz.io consolidates data into a  
high-volume, real-time data repository that virtualizes and presents it 
as streams, messages, files, objects or data records. All data types are 
stored consistently on different memory or storage tiers, and popular 
application frameworks (Hadoop, ELK, Spark or Docker containers) 
are accelerated. In addition to a 10x to 100x improvement in time 
to insights at lower costs, iguaz.io says that its architecture provides 
best-in-class data security based on a real-time classification engine,  
a critical need for data sharing among users and business units.
http://iguaz.io
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NordVPN for Android

The prospect of privacy protection and 
occulting your smartphone’s IP address 
with a VPN are sufficient selling points, 
but the ability to watch your Spanish-
dubbed Turkish telenovellas while on 
the beach in Tahiti should seal the 
deal for real. Better security and access 
to geo-blocked content are part and 
parcel of NordVPN, a new Android app 
designed to bring VPN (Virtual Private 
Network) services to a larger public with 
its simplicity to set up and use. NordVPN 
says that its apps have received wide 
acclaim from critics and users for their 

“breakthrough usability and design”. The app can connect 
to the desired destination quickly by simply clicking on the 
country name, as it automatically selects the fastest server 
available. Additional NordVPN features include service on up to 
six devices with one account, a choice of more than 550 servers 
worldwide, 24/7 customer support, an automated kill switch, 
integrated access to SmartPlay (an encrypted SmartDNS), 
double VPN, Tor over VPN, anti-DdoS, Ultra Fast TV Servers,  
a Netflix shortcut and more.
http://nordvpn.com
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FEATURE: The Tiny Internet Project, Part III

I
LJ

the Linux Journal archive and read them there.

Figure 1. Ubuntu Installation Screen—Selecting Your Language
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Figure 2. Entering a Hostname
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network and prompt you to enter a hostname.

server (say, ArchLinux), you’ll easily be able to tell them apart.

names (and email addresses) later, you won’t have to guess.

Figure 3. Selecting a User Name
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proceed to the disk partitioning.

this is the same thing.

the public internet.

Figure 4. Disk Partitioning
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apt

and prompt you about how to manage upgrades. Select “Install security 

packages you don’t need.

Log in using the user name and password you set up during the 
installation and check the system’s IP address. It was dynamically 
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Figure 5. Software Selection—Selecting Only OpenSSH Server
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know so you can ssh

$  ifconfig

administration PC is a Linux box or Mac, open a terminal and ssh in 

$  ssh  username@10.128.1.26
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Figure 6. Login Prompt
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ssh

you get a login prompt, you’re good to go. You always can use the 
ssh in 

directly is handy.

Customize the VM

Figure 7. Logging in and ifconfig Output
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handy to have someone else with admin rights:

$  sudo  adduser  msmith

you care to add. Next, add your new user to the sudoers group:

$  sudo  adduser  msmith  sudo

you better understand what’s happening under the covers.

Set a Static IP Address
All your servers will have static IP addresses so they can be mapped 
to DNS later, so this is a good time to change them by editing the 

$  sudo  vi  /etc/network/interfaces

auto  eth0  

iface  eth0  inet  dhcp

to this:

auto  eth0  

iface  eth0  inet  static  

        address  10.128.1.200      #  .200  is  out  of  range  of  anything    

                                                      #  I  might  be  adding  soon  

        netmask  255.255.255.0  

        dns-nameservers  10.128.1.3     

        dns-search  tiny.lab
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Add a Second Network Interface

doesn’t rely on the public internet, but you’l l need to cheat a l ittle 
 

need a second NIC so they can access both your private and public 
networks simultaneously.

NIC by reversing the steps you’re about to take.

 

ifconfig  
sti l l  see only eth0 and lo, so you need to activate the newly  
added NIC. In the console window (or shell), edit the network 

Figure 8. Bridge Mode
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$  sudo  vi  /etc/network/interfaces

auto  eth1  

iface  eth1  inet  static  

        address  192.168.1.200      #  .200  is  an  available  address  on    

                                                        #  my  network  

        netmask  255.255.255.0  

        gateway  192.168.1.1  

        dns-nameservers  8.8.8.8  8.8.4.4

Figure 9. eth0 and eth1 are both active.
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ifconfig 

so you can do updates and downloads. Run this update so you have the 

$  sudo  apt-get  update  &&  sudo  apt-get  upgrade  -y    

   &&  sudo  apt-get  autoremove  -y

Install Webmin

administering your Linux server. It’s worth installing on the template 

$  sudo  apt-get  install  libnet-ssleay-perl  libauthen-pam-perl    

   libio-pty-perl  apt-show-versions  libapt-pkg-perl

$  cd  ~  

$  wget  http://prdownloads.sourceforge.net/webadmin/  

webmin_1.791_all.deb

Now, install it:

$  sudo  dpkg  -i  webmin_1.791_all.deb
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and password.

Set Up the Firewall

Figure 10. Logging in to Webmin
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the one you use to connect to the internet and the private one that 

$  sudo  iptables  -L

Figure 11. Setting Up the Firewall Rules
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Change Your Local sources.list
Next, you’l l change the apt package repository l isted in /etc/apt/

 

access the public internet. Note that this won’t work until your  

skip this step):

$  mv  /etc/apt/sources.list  /etc/apt/sources.list.bak  

$  sudo  vi  /etc/apt/sources.list

Figure 12. Output of the sudo  iptables  -L Command
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deb  http://mirror.tiny.lab/ubuntu  trusty  main  restricted    

   universe  multiverse  

deb  http://mirror.tiny.lab/ubuntu  trusty-security  main    

   restricted  universe  multiverse  

deb  http://mirror.tiny.lab/ubuntu  trusty-updates  main    

   restricted  universe  multiverse

Set Up a Proxy

PATH  
l ine, add:

no_proxy="127.0.0.1,  localhost,  *tiny.lab"  

http_proxy="http://proxy.tiny.lab:8888"  

ftp_proxy="http://proxy.tiny.lab:8888"

get to the repository:

Acquire::http::Proxy  "http://proxy.tiny.lab:8888";;

Convert Your VM to a Template

customized with your credentials, static IP addresses that can be 

machine is now purely a template. It no longer can be started as is.
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Deploy a Linux Repository Mirror

Figure 13. Converting the VM to a Template
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Install apt-mirror

internet, install apt-mirror and the web server that will serve up packages:

$  sudo  apt-get  install  apt-mirror  apache2

apt-mirror

$  sudo  cp  /etc/apt/mirror.list  /etc/apt/mirror.list.bak  

$  sudo  vi  /etc/apt/mirror.list

Leave the config
deb listings. However, to save disk space, remove all the deb-src entries and 

deb  http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu  trusty  main  restricted    

   universe  multiverse  

deb  http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu  trusty-security  main    

   restricted  universe  multiverse  

deb  http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu  trusty-updates  main    

   restricted  universe  multiverse  

  

deb-i386  http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu  trusty  main    

   restricted  universe  multiverse  

deb-i386  http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu  trusty-security  main    

   restricted  universe  multiverse  

deb-i386  http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu  trusty-updates  main    

   restricted  universe  multiverse  

  

clean  http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu
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apt-mirror with your edited mirror.list. 
Depending on your internet connection, this likely will take many hours. 

will be downloaded. Be patient:

$  sudo  apt-mirror  /etc/apt/mirror.list

Continue your work during this download by opening another shell into 
apt-mirror is doing its thing 

apt-mirror repository to the web 

$  sudo  mkdir  /var/www/html/ubuntu

Figure 14. Installing apt-mirror
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apt-mirror stores the 
packages to the new directory:

$  sudo  ln  -s  /var/spool/apt-mirror/mirror/archive.ubuntu.com/  

ubuntu/pool/  /var/www/html/ubuntu

 

Set Up DNS (bind9)

Here’s a reminder:

FEATURE: The Tiny Internet Project, Part III

If you want to use domain names  
instead of IP addresses for reaching  
all your tiny internet machines,  
it’s time to deploy a DNS server.
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Figure 15. Cloning the Template

FEATURE: The Tiny Internet Project, Part III
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127.0.1.1  ubuntu to 10.128.1.3    
dns01.tiny.lab  dns01.

ubuntu to dns01.tiny.lab.

10.128.1.200  
address to 10.128.1.3.

Once you’ve made these basic changes, reboot, log in and  
instal l  bind9 :

$  sudo  apt-get  update  

$  sudo  apt-get  install  bind9  bind9utils  dnsutils  bind9-doc

name to anything you want.

$  sudo  vi  /etc/default/bind9

OPTIONS="-4  -u  bind"

FEATURE: The Tiny Internet Project, Part III
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acl  "trusted"  {  

        10.128.1.1;;  

        10.128.1.2;;  

        10.128.1.3;;  

        10.128.1.4;;  

        10.128.1.5;;  

        10.128.1.6;;  

        10.128.1.7;;  

        10.128.0.0/16;;  

};;  

  

options  {  

        directory  "/var/cache/bind";;  

  

        recursion   yes;;      #  enables  recursive  queries  

        allow-recursion   {  trusted;;  };;      #  allows  queries  from  "trusted"    

                                                                                #  clients  

        listen-on  {  10.128.1.3;;  };;      #  dns01  IP  address  

        allow-transfer  {  none;;  };;      #  disable  zone  transfer  by  default  

  

        forwarders  {  

                8.8.8.8;;      #  These  are  Google's  DNS  servers  

                8.8.4.4;;  

        };;  

  

        ...  

};;

you want:

zone  "tiny.lab"  {  

        type  master;;  

        file  "/etc/bind/zones/db.tiny.lab";;  

        allow-transfer  {  10.128.1.4;;  };;    #  Setting  this  for  a    
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                                                                          #  future  secondary  DNS  server  

};;  

  

zone  "128.10.in-addr.arpa"  {  

        type  master;;  

        file  "/etc/bind/zones/db.10.128";;  

        allow-transfer  {  10.128.1.4;;  };;  

};;

 

$  cd  /etc/bind  

$  sudo  mkdir  zones

 
 

IP subnet:

$  sudo  cp  db.local  ./zones/db.tiny.lab  

$  sudo  cp  db.127  ./zones/db.10.128

;;  BIND  data  file  for  local  loopback  interface  

;;  

;;              20150505                JST          Modified  proxy  address  

;;              20160505                JST          Added  web01  

  

$TTL        604800  
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@              IN            SOA          dns01.tiny.lab  admin.dns01.tiny.lab.  (  

                                                          12                  ;;  Serial  

                                                  604800                  ;;  Refresh  

                                                    86400                  ;;  Retry  

                                                2419200                  ;;  Expire  

                                                  604800  )              ;;  Negative  Cache  TTL  

;;  name  servers  --  NS  records  

                IN            NS            dns01.tiny.lab.  

                IN            NS            dns02.tiny.lab.  

  

;;  name  servers  --  A  records  

dhcp.tiny.lab.                    IN            A              10.128.1.1  

pve.tiny.lab.                      IN            A              10.128.1.2  

dns01.tiny.lab.                  IN            A              10.128.1.3  

dns02.tiny.lab.                  IN            A              10.128.1.4  

proxy.tiny.lab.                  IN            CNAME      dns02.tiny.lab.  

mail.tiny.lab.                    IN            A              10.128.1.5  

mirror.tiny.lab.               IN            A              10.128.1.6  

web01.tiny.lab.                  IN            A              10.128.1.7

 

Serial entry each time you make a change:

;;  BIND  reverse  data  file  for  local  loopback  interface  

;;  

;;  20160505            JST          Added  cname  for  proxy  

;;  20160505            JST          Added  mirror01  

  

$TTL        604800  

@              IN            SOA          tiny.lab.  admin.tiny.org.  (  

                                                          11                  ;;  Serial  

                                                  604800                  ;;  Refresh  

                                                    86400                  ;;  Retry  
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                                                2419200                  ;;  Expire  

                                                  604800  )              ;;  Negative  Cache  TTL  

;;  

;;  name  servers  --  NS  records  

                IN            NS            dns01.tiny.lab.  

                IN            NS            dns02.tiny.lab.  

  

;;  PTR  records  

1.1          IN            PTR          dhcp.tiny.lab.  

1.2          IN            PTR          pve.tiny.lab.  

1.3          IN            PTR          dns01.tiny.lab.  

1.4          IN            PTR          dns02.tiny.lab.  

1.5          IN            PTR          mail.tiny.lab.  

1.6          IN            PTR          mirror.tiny.lab.  

1.7          IN            PTR          web01.tiny.lab.

$  sudo  named-checkconf

named-checkzone:

$  sudo  named-checkzone  tiny.lab  /etc/bind/zones/db.tiny.lab  

$  sudo  named-checkzone  128.10.in-addr.arpa  /etc/bind/zones/db.10.128

Restart bind to get it up and running:

$  sudo  service  bind9  restart

bind9 dig utility, or simply 
open a browser and navigate to your mirror server at http://mirror.tiny.lab:

$  dig  mirror.tiny.lab
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dig output, you’ve succeeded. DNS is 
working. You can complete your DNS setup by deploying a second 

bind9 on a physically separate machine on your tiny 
internet network, but it’s not strictly necessary at this point. You also 

so you have DNS running whenever your tiny internet is up.

Deploy a Mail Server

 

 
you’re so inclined).

eth0

hostname to mail.tiny.lab.

$  sudo  apt-get  update  

$  sudo  apt-get  install  postfix

mailutils and Dovecot tools:

$  sudo  apt-get  install  dovecot-imapd  dovecot-pop3d

$  sudo  dpkg-reconfigure  postfix
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leave this out, the mail server wil l reject all incoming mail.

 
 

You’ll be able to use any email client with your new mail server, 

Figure 16. Postfix Configuration
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installed on many Linux distributions. You also might consider installing 

the servers easily.

Set Up a Web Server

and add LAMP to it.

$  sudo  apt-get  install  lamp-server^

You’ll be able to use any email client  
with your new mail server,  
including Thunderbird and Evolution, 
two common tools that come  
pre-installed on many Linux distributions.
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$  sudo  vi  /var/www/html/phpinfo.php

<?php  

                phpinfo();;  

?>

up PHP.

phpMyAdmin:

$  sudo  apt-get  install  phpmyadmin

your template.

Conclusion
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John Tonello is the Director of IT for NYSERNet Inc., New York state’s regional optical networking 
company. He’s been a Linux user and enthusiast since building his first Slackware system from 
diskette 20 years ago. Since then, he’s developed web and IT solutions for major universities, 
Fortune 500 companies and small start-ups. A former Cornell University IT trainer and writer, 
John served six years as the mayor of an Upstate New York city, where he championed the use 
of technology to help solve problems facing municipalities.

Resources

Download PuTTY: http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html

Webmin Downloads: http://webmin.com/download.html  
and 

Setting Up a Mirror: 

Setting Up DNS (bind9): 
  

and https://help.ubuntu.com/community/BIND9ServerHowto

Postfix and Dovecot Installation:   
and https://help.ubuntu.com/community/Dovecot

Installing Roundcube: https://github.com/roundcube/roundcubemail/wiki/Installation

Install a LAMP Stack: 

TinyProxy How-To: https://tinyproxy.github.io

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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l f(arg1,  arg2) using 
go(f(arg1,  arg2))

 
a coroutine and channels library.

Installing libmill

http://libmill.org/download.html, extract it and do 

$  ./configure  

$  make  

$  sudo  make  install

Note that you likely will need to run sudo  ldconfig
 

and then run sudo  ldconfig on Fedora to be able to link to the  
libmill shared library when compiling your programs.

Hello Coroutine
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Let’s compile and run this program:

$  gcc  -o  listing1  listing1.c  -lmill  

$  ./listing1  

Worker  1  

Worker  2  

Worker  3  

Worker  4  

Worker  5  

Worker  6  

Worker  7  

Worker  8  

Worker  9  

Worker  10

f()

coroutine

coroutine  void  f(int  index)

FEATURE: Coroutines and Channels in C Using libmill

Listing 1a. listing1.c

#  include  <stdio.h>  
#  include  <libmill.h>  
  
coroutine  void  f(int  index)  
{  
    printf("Worker  %d\n",  index);;  
}  
  
int  main(int  argc,  char  **argv)  
{  
    for(int  i=1;;i<=10;;  i++)  {  
        go(f(i));;  
    }  
    return  0;;  
}
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coroutine

in a coroutine using the go() construct, as you saw in the main() 

go(f(i));;

f()

order) as starting the coroutines is that the program runs in a single process. 

scheduled out and another coroutine is ready to run, the latter will start running.
msleep() that can be used to tell libmill’s 

scheduler explicitly that it wants to sleep and let other runnable processes run. 

FEATURE: Coroutines and Channels in C Using libmill

Listing 1b. listing1-msleep.c Coroutines with msleep()

#  include  <stdio.h>  
#  include  <libmill.h>  
#  include  <string.h>  
#  include  <stdlib.h>  
  
coroutine  void  f(int  index)  
{  
    msleep(now()  +  rand()  %  50  );;  
    printf("Worker  %d\n",  index);;  
}  
  
int  main(int  argc,  char  **argv)  
{  
    for(int  i=1;;i<=10;;  i++)  {  
        go(f(i));;  
    }  
    msleep(now()  +  60);;  
    return  0;;  
}
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coroutines are no longer executed in the order they are started:

$  gcc  -o  listing1-msleep  listing1-msleep.c  -lmill  

$  ./listing1-msleep  

Worker  1  

Worker  4  

Worker  10  

Worker  6  

Worker  3  

Worker  9  

Worker  8  

Worker  5  

Worker  7  

Worker  2

msleep(now()  +  rand()  %  50  

);; f() go(f(i))

f() msleep() 

coroutines in the meantime.
sleep()

msleep()

now()

so msleep(now()  +  rand()  %  50) sets the deadline to a random time 

main()

statement msleep(now()  +  60) in it.
sleep()

 
as tcprev(), mfread() and others.

FEATURE: Coroutines and Channels in C Using libmill
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Using Channels for Communication
Channels are both a messaging as well as a synchronization mechanism 
when working with coroutines. A channel is unidirectional and typed. 

line argument to the program and send it to the coroutine, which returns 

In the main()

chan  input  =  chmake(char*,  0);;  

chan  output  =  chmake(int,  0);;

chan

created using the chmake() chmake() 

the purpose here since you want the coroutine to wait until you send it 
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FEATURE: Coroutines and Channels in C Using libmill

Listing 2. listing2.c Example of Using Channels

#  include  <stdio.h>  
#  include  <libmill.h>  
#  include  <string.h>  
#  include  <stdlib.h>  
  
coroutine  void  worker(chan  input,  chan  output)  {  
    /*  Receive  work*/  
    char  *work  =  chr(input,  char*);;  
    printf("Processing:  %s\n",  work);;  
    /*  Send  the  result  back  by  writing  to  the  channel*/  
    chs(output,  int,  strlen(work));;  
}  
  
int  main(int  argc,  char  **argv)  
{  
    if  (argc  !=  2)  {  
        printf("Please  specify  one  command  line  argument\n");;  
        exit(1);;  
    }  
      /*  Create  an  unbuffered  channel  to  send  work  on*/  
    chan  input  =  chmake(char*,  0);;  
    if  (input  ==  NULL)  {  
        printf("Failed  to  create  channels  for  input\n");;  
        exit(1);;  
    }  
  
    /*  Create  an  unbuffered  channel  to  receive  result  on*/  
    chan  output  =  chmake(int,  0);;  
    if  (output  ==  NULL)  {  
        printf("Failed  to  create  channels  for  output\n");;  
        exit(1);;  
    }  
  
    /*  Create  a  worker  coroutine  */  
    go(worker(input,  output));;  
    /*  Send  data  to  worker  by  writing  to  input  channel*/  
    chs(input,  char*,  argv[1]);;  
    /*  Receive  result  from  the  coroutine  and  output*/  
    printf("Result:  %d\n",  chr(output,  int));;  
  
    /*  Close  channels  */  
    chclose(input);;  
    chclose(output);;  
    return  0;;  
}
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coroutine to send you the result back in the output channel.
worker(), accepts the two channels as 

parameters: chan  input and chan  output
the chr(input,  char*) chr

to read a char*
item available to be read, worker() blocks. Once there is a data item to 

chs(output,  int,  

strlen(work)) chs

Let’s compile and run the above program:

$  gcc  -o  listing2  listing2.c    

$  ./listing2  

Please  specify  one  command  line  argument  

$  ./listing2  hello  

Processing:  hello  

Result:  5

go(worker(input,  output)). Next, you write the string  
argv[1] to the input channel using the chs()  
you use the chr()
and print it. Note, how you don’t have to worry about having to wait 

chclose(input);;  

chclose(output);;

Writing a Coroutine-Based TCP Server
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FEATURE: Coroutines and Channels in C Using libmill

Listing 3. listing3.c Simple Coroutine-Based TCP Server

#  include  <libmill.h>  
#  include  <stdio.h>  
#  include  <stdlib.h>  
#  include  <errno.h>  
#  include  <unistd.h>  
  
/*  Handler  coroutine  */  
coroutine  void  handler(tcpsock  as)  {  
    printf("New  connection!\n");;  
    tcpclose(as);;  
}  
  
int  main(int  argc,  char  **argv)  
{  
    int  port  =  9090;;  
    ipaddr  addr  =  iplocal(NULL,  port,  0);;  
    tcpsock  server  =  tcplisten(addr,  10);;  
  
    if  (!server)  {  
        perror("Can't  setup  a  listening  server\n");;  
        return  1;;  
    }  else  {  
        printf("Server  listening  on  %d\n",  port);;  
    }  
  
    /*  Server  loop*/  
    while(1)  {  
        tcpsock  as  =  tcpaccept(server,  -1);;  
        if  (!as)  
            continue;;  
        /*  Dispatch  this  request  */  
        go(handler(as));;  
    }  
  
    return  0;;  
}
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handler() handles a new client connection. It accepts 
tcpsock as an argument and will be used to 

and closes the client connection using the tcpclose()
Let’s now look at the main()

ipaddr  addr  =  iplocal(NULL,  port,  0);;  

tcpsock  server  =  tcplisten(addr,  10);;

iplocal()  
ipaddr  

 
NULL wil l make the server l isten  

 
 

Next, you call the tcplisten()
tcplisten() is the address you 

tcpsock 
representing the l istening socket.

tcplisten()  
the l istening socket, it returns NULL and sets errno to an error  

 
and use the perror()  
is one.

Once you have set up the l istening socket correctly, you create 

tcpaccept() tcpaccept()

is server
 

tcpaccept()
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that tcpaccept()

/*  Server  loop*/  

  while(1)  {  

      tcpsock  as  =  tcpaccept(server,  -1);;  

      if  (!as)  

          continue;;  

      /*  Dispatch  this  request  */  

      go(handler(as));;  

  }

tcpaccept() returns NULL

accepted, you call the handler()
socket in a coroutine.

Let’s compile and run the program:

$  gcc  -o  listing3  listing3.c  -lmill  

./listing3  

Server  listening  on  9090

client connection.
) 

incoming connection in a new coroutine.

Choosing among Multiple Channels

choose 
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FEATURE: Coroutines and Channels in C Using libmill

Listing 4. listing4.c Choosing Among Multiple Channels

#  include  <libmill.h>  
#  include  <stdio.h>  
#  include  <stdlib.h>  
#  include  <time.h>  
  
struct  data  {  
    char  *url;;  
    char  *data;;  
};;  
  
coroutine  void  f(chan  work,  chan  result,  chan  error)  {  
    struct  data  d;;  
    char  *url  =  chr(work,  char*);;  
    d.url  =  url;;  
    /*  Simulate  70%  success  and  30%  failure  scenario*/  
    double  r  =  (double)  rand()/RAND_MAX;;  
    if  (r  <  0.71)  {  
        //  Successful  scenario  
        d.data  =  "Data  at  the  URL";;  
        chs(result,  struct  data,  d);;  
    }  else  {  
        //  Unsuccessful  scenario  
        d.data  =  "Error  retrieving  data";;  
        chs(error,  struct  data,  d);;  
    }  
}  
  
int  main(int  argc,  char  **argv)  {  
    chan  work  =  chmake(char*,  0);;  
    chan  result  =  chmake(struct  data,  0);;  
    chan  error  =  chmake(struct  data,  0);;  
  
    for(int  i=1;;  i<argc;;  i++)  {  
        go(f(work,  result,  error));;  
        chs(work,  char*,  argv[i]);;  
    }  
  
    for(int  i=1;;  i<argc;;  i++)  {  
        choose  {  
        in(result,  struct  data,  value):  
            printf("Processed  URL:  %s,  Result:  %s\n",  value.url,  value.data);;  
        in(error,  struct  data,  value):  
            printf("Processed  URL:  %s,  Error:  %s\n",  value.url,  value.data);;  
        end  
        }  
    }  
    //  Close  all  channels  
    chclose(work);;  
    chclose(result);;  
    chclose(error);;  
    return  0;;  
}
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work, result and error work 

and the coroutine uses the result and error channels to send back the 

created in the main()

chan  work  =  chmake(char*,  0);;  

chan  result  =  chmake(struct  data,  0);;  

chan  error  =  chmake(struct  data,  0);;

work char*, and the second and  
struct  data

the code as:

struct  data  {  

    char  *url;;  

    char  *data;;  

};;

Next, in the main()
chs()

f()

error channel; otherwise, you 
write to the result channel.

Back in the main()

choose

for(int  i=1;;  i<argc;;  i++)  {  

        choose  {  

        in(result,  struct  data,  value):  

FEATURE: Coroutines and Channels in C Using libmill
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            printf("Processed  URL:  %s,  Result:  %s\n",  value.url,  value.data);;  

        in(error,  struct  data,  value):  

            printf("Processed  URL:  %s,  Error:  %s\n",  value.url,  value.data);;  

        end  

        }  

  }

result and error

create the choose construct.
in

struct  data

item available to be read, a single data item is read and the variable 
in

in choose 
construct must have an end clause at the end.

 
printf()

 

$  gcc  -o  listing4  listing4.c  -lmill  

  

$  ./listing4    https://raw.githubusercontent.com/amitsaha/  

lj_libmill/master/listing3/listing3.c    

   https://raw.githubusercontent.com/amitsaha/lj_libmill/  

master/listing1/listing1-msleep.c  

  

Processed  URL:  https://raw.githubusercontent.com/amitsaha/  

lj_libmill/master/listing3/listing3.c,  Error:  Error    

   retrieving  data  

Processed  URL:  https://raw.githubusercontent.com/amitsaha/  

lj_libmill/master/listing1/listing1-msleep.c,  Result:    

   Data  at  the  URL
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In addition to the in clause, choose
out clause can be used to wait until you can write to  

a channel, ch, and has the syntax out(ch,  <data  type>,  data). 
deadline clause allows you to set a deadline in the choose 

otherwise

clauses match.

Using Multiple Processors

mfork() 

mfork()

connection in a separate coroutine as earl ier.

processes l istening on port 9090:

./listing5  

Listening  on  9090  (PID:  3760)  

Listening  on  9090  (PID:  3762)  

Listening  on  9090  (PID:  3761)
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Listing 5. listing5.c Using mfork() to Set Up a Multiprocess Network Server

#  include  <libmill.h>  
#  include  <stdio.h>  
#  include  <stdlib.h>  
#  include  <errno.h>  
#  include  <unistd.h>  
  
#  define  NUM_PROCESSES  3  
  
/*  Handler  coroutine  */  
coroutine  void  handler(tcpsock  as)  {  
    printf("PID:  %d,  New  connection!\n",  getpid());;  
    tcpclose(as);;  
}  
  
int  main(int  argc,  char  **argv)  
{  
    int  port  =  9090;;  
    ipaddr  addr  =  iplocal(NULL,  port,  0);;  
    tcpsock  server  =  tcplisten(addr,  10);;  
  
    if  (!server)  {  
        perror("Can't  setup  a  listening  server\n");;  
        return  1;;  
    }  
    /*  Set  up  the  server  processes  -  the  main  process  is    
          listening  as  well,  so  we  fork  NUM_PROCESSES-1    
          child  processes  
    */  
    for  (int  i  =  1;;  i  <  NUM_PROCESSES;;  i++  )  {  
        pid_t  pid  =  mfork();;  
        /*  Child  process?*/  
        if  (pid  ==  0)  
            break;;  
    }  
  
    printf("Listening  on  %d  (PID:  %d)\n",  port,  getpid());;  
    /*  Server  loop*/  
    while(1)  {  
        tcpsock  as  =  tcpaccept(server,  -1);;  
        if  (!as)  
            continue;;  
        /*  Dispatch  this  request  */  
        go(handler(as));;  
    }  
  
return  0;;  
}
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$  pstree  3760  

-+=  03760  amit  ./listing5  

  |---  03761  amit  ./listing5  

  \---  03762  amit  ./listing5

what you want.

main()

/*  Set  up  the  server  processes  -  the  main  process  is  listening    

    as  well,  so  we  fork  NUM_PROCESSES-1  child  processes  

*/  

for  (int  i  =  1;;  i  <  NUM_PROCESSES;;  i++  )  {  

        pid_t  pid  =  mfork();;  

        /*  Child  process?*/  

        if  (pid  ==  0)  

            break;;  

}

Similar to the fork() mfork() creates a new child 
process and returns 0 in the child process and the child process ID in 

NUM_PROCESSES-1

Inspecting Coroutines
goredump() that you can use 
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to send any work to the coroutine, because you accidentally removed 
the statement: chs(work,  char*,  argv[i]);;
run the program, it simply will hang, doing nothing. So, let’s see what’s 

(gdb)  attach  2132  

..

Now, call the goredump()

(gdb)  p  goredump()  

  

(gdb)  p  goredump()  

  

COROUTINE    state                                                    current                        created  

----------------------------------------------------------------------  

{0}                choose(<2>,<3>)                                  ---                            <main>  

{1}                chr(<1>)                                              listing6.c:13          listing6.c:34  

  

CHANNEL    msgs/max        senders/receivers            refs    done    created  

---------------------------------------------------------------------  

<1>            0/0                  r:{1}                                    1          no        listing6.c:29  

<2>            0/0                  r:{0}                                    1          no        listing6.c:30  

<3>            0/0                  r:{0}                                    1          no        listing6.c:31

goredump()

currently, where it is currently executing and where it was created. 
You can see that the main coroutine (0) is waiting in the choose 

result and error channels (channel 

chr()
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Listing 6. listing6.c Buggy Version of Listing 4

#  include  <libmill.h>  
#  include  <stdio.h>  
#  include  <stdlib.h>  
#  include  <time.h>  
  
struct  data  {  
    char  *url;;  
    char  *data;;  
};;  
  
coroutine  void  f(chan  work,  chan  result,  chan  error)  {  
    struct  data  d;;  
    char  *url  =  chr(work,  char*);;  
    d.url  =  url;;  
    /*  Simulate  70%  success  and  30%  failure  scenario*/  
    double  r  =  (double)  rand()/RAND_MAX;;  
    if  (r  <  0.71)  {  
        //  Successful  scenario  
        d.data  =  "Data  at  the  URL";;  
        chs(result,  struct  data,  d);;  
    }  else  {  
        //  Unsuccessful  scenario  
        d.data  =  "Error  retrieving  data";;  
        chs(error,  struct  data,  d);;  
    }  
}  
  
int  main(int  argc,  char  **argv)  {  
    chan  work  =  chmake(char*,  0);;  
    chan  result  =  chmake(struct  data,  0);;  
    chan  error  =  chmake(struct  data,  0);;  
  
    for(int  i=1;;  i<argc;;  i++)  {  
        go(f(work,  result,  error));;  
    }  
  
    for(int  i=1;;  i<argc;;  i++)  {  
        choose  {  
        in(result,  struct  data,  value):  
            printf("Processed  URL:  %s,  Result:  %s\n",  value.url,  value.data);;  
        in(error,  struct  data,  value):  
            printf("Processed  URL:  %s,  Error:  %s\n",  value.url,  value.data);;  
        end  
        }  
    }  
    chclose(work);;  
    chclose(result);;  
    chclose(error);;  
    return  0;;  
}
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channel, whether the sender is done sending to the channel and 

readers are in coroutine 0 along with the l ine numbers.

Conclusion

links to learn more about libmill.

Amit Saha is a software engineer and the author of Doing Math with Python (No Starch Press). He blogs 
at http://echorand.me, and you can send him email at amitsaha.in@gmail.com.
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Resources

The Code for This Article: 

libmill: http://libmill.org

libmill Source Code: https://github.com/sustrik/libmill

libmill Tutorial: http://libmill.org/tutorial.html

libmill Documentation: http://libmill.org/documentation.html

libmill 1.0 Release Announcement: 

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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Decentralization and 

Distributed Everything
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most impressed me about Kevin was that he had, to my knowledge, 

each connection those human beings might have to any other party, 
without relying on a central authority. In this way, his system embodied 

) calls minimum 
viable centralization.

centralization and making distributed everything not only work, but 

What most impressed me about Kevin was 
that he had, to my knowledge, the only digital 
identity business that gave full respect to 
the autonomous and independent natures of 
individual human beings and each connection 
those human beings might have to any other 
party, without relying on a central authority.
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based on Homer’s Odyssey

willpower is strong to prevent giving into temptation later when you are 

( ).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenID) 
and blockchains ( ). He 
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Figure 1. John William Waterhouse’s “Ulysses and the Sirens” (1891)
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You cannot ditch your OpenID any more than you can easily change your 

Next Kevin points me to promise theory (
 

 
( ). 

command and control system other than the individual’s own.

because command and control is embodied in computer architecture, 

known as agreements and understandings. In Angels and Ages, Adam 
Gopnik’s excellent short book on Lincoln and Darwin (who were born 

and control. Deals are promises.

Mark Burgess (http://markburgess.org
Ambient Networks

(
later, he wrote about it in Linux Journal (http://www.linuxjournal.com/

):

implementation will take place....
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expectation management, and knowing the services and their properties 
that will help us to compose a working system.

Promises, he says, scale:

Avoiding strong dependencies is a way to avoid bottlenecks, so this shows 
the route to scalability.

Yet, he also warns:

not necessarily true. Security and scalability both thrive under autonomy, 
and complexity melts away when the dependencies between parts are 

Mark’s book, Thinking in Promises
According to mathematical sociology (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

), promises work across weak interpersonal ties 
( ). 

strong and absent

commands and to build centralized products and services. Looking at 
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Facebook cannot scale human promises in truly social ways, because it 

nor can other centralized organizations, such as banks, governments and 
large retailers.

protocols, which are nothing more than agreements between computing 

sent between end points by whatever routes look best along the way, 

encumbered by billing, or any business model, and there is no central 

giant corporate pyramids.

promises between autonomous entities, unencumbered by the need 

or regulatory burdens.

any more than the internet needs a central operator. He also says we 

between entities that don’t need third parties.

or savings, we can go to each other. Kevin calls this envesting, which he 
describes in an email as:

bank loan. Bank loans create debt, which is expensive money that  
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we must repay.

destroys the money.

In his book, Killing the Host: How Financial Parasites and Debt  
Bondage Destroy the Global Economy (
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repaying a money loan results in cost savings to both renter and saver. 
For example, here is the cost to buy a house with rent compared to a 
money loan: . 
And here is the income to a saver who lends money to a renter, compared 
to lending money to a bank: 

.

to own the property, like the bank holds collateral, until the loan is paid 

 
( ):

Money created with rent and buy loans is zero cost, but it has the value 

Money created with regular loans has a value independent

 
renter/buyers and saver/lenders.
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buy loans use distributed systems to connect renters (buyers) directly to 
savers (lenders) without an intermediary (banks) who create another layer 

 

 
buyer/renters and lender/savers without any data extraction.

Personal data in Kevin’s system isn’t an issue because:

than applications restricting access to data.
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)  
and the GPL ( ) when I  

needed them.

and trying to make network parts builders work together in compatible 

dealings such as rent and buy.

ideas, while putting them to work.
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